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ABSTRACT
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multi-level
as multi
such as
The model
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topography,anti
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lithography, linewidth
contrast enhancement lithography,
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post-exposure
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which the
in which
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topics is
is discussed.
discussed. Other
Other areas
be applied are suggested.
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of making
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lithography modeling
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practice of
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researchtool.
viable research
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techniques for fine
advanced techniques
more advanced
on more
-line
concentrating on
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however, are
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parameters.
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modeling
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lithography
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there
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(CEL), exposure
multi
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enhancement lithography (CEL),
exposure over
over topography,
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techniques
multi-level
effect.
wave effect.
used to
to reduce
reduce the
the standing
standing wave
the
model the
to model
vl.02, to
model), v1.02,
Lithography model),
Optical Lithography
Resist Optical
PROLITH (the Positive Resist
of PROLITH
use of
This paper discusses the use
of
use of
modeled with the use
multi-level
of a multi
use of
advanced lithography techniques mentioned
-level resist
resist is easily modeled
above. The use
mentioned above.
advanced
also
is also
expression is
of this expression
multi-layer
[1]. The multi
PROLITH [1].
inPROLITH
-layer capability of
foundin
expressionfound
waveexpression
standingwave
analytical standing
the analytical
developmental
the developmental
of the
description of
model and aa description
A bleaching model
employed when
when modeling
modeling aa contrast
contrast enhancement layer. A
employed
non-planar
to non
model to
planar model
-planar
modeling CEL.
when modeling
used when
surface inhibition
inhibition effect
effect are
are also
also used
CEL.The
The application
application of
of aa planar
surface
conditions. The
substrates can be accomplished
under certain conditions.
The accuracy
accuracy of
ofthis
this method
method isis discussed.
discussed. Finally,
Finally, three
three
accomplished under
substrates
dyed photoresists) are
and dyed
post-exposure
coatings,post(anti-reflective
effect(antiwaveeffect
standingwave
the standing
methods to reduce the
reflective coatings,
exposure bakes, and
modeled.
processes,
standardprocesses,
only standard
not only
to simulate not
model that can be used to
The result of this work is an optical lithography model
processes often
often used
used in
in the
the research
research environment.
environment.
but also the advanced processes
MULTI-LEVEL
MULTI
-LEVEL RESISTS
RESISTS
um of
Multi
-levelresists
resists (MLR's)
(MLR's)can,
can,ininmost
mostcases,
cases,be
bemodeled
modeledininaastraightforward
straightforward manner. For example, 0.6 pm
Multi-level
by PROLITH.
directly modeled
modeled by
AZ1350
photoresist on
on 0.1
0.1 um
pm of
ofsilicon
siliconnitride
nitride on
on 2.0
2.0um
pmof
ofaaplanarizing
planarizing layer
layer can
can be
be directly
AZ1350 photoresist
One
of the
the planarizing material. One
refraction of
of refraction
index of
complex index
thecomplex
known isis the
be known
must be
The only
only additional fact which must
of this multilayer of
to the bottom layer
dye to
absorbing dye
possible modeling
modeling study
study would be
be to
to examine
examine the effects of adding
adding an absorbing
possible
160°C
baked atat160
resist, baked
positive resist,
level resist [3].
°C for
for 30
30 minutes, is used as the planarizing material, the
204 positive
[3]. If Hunt 204
level
typical gg-line
printed with
-line stepper (NA =
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1.68-i0.007
index of refraction
refraction would
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0.8 um
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be1.68
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profile as
would predict
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no defocus)
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on the
the above
above MLR
MLRon
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analuminum
aluminum substrate,
substrate, PROLITH
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dyed
of the dyed
of refraction of
314, the index of
3% Coumarin 314,
dyed with 3%
is dyed
however, the bottom layer is
1. If, however,
shown in Figure 1.
shown
resist
resultant
the
MLR,
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MLR,
the
resultant
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slightly
this
Using
resists).
dyed
on
section
(see
1.68-i0.036
be
will
Hunt 204
this
204 will be 1.68 -10.036 (see section on dyed resists).
MLR can
of a MLR
can drastically
drastically reduce
layer of
profile can
can be
beseen
seenin
in Figure
Figure 2.
2. Obviously,
Obviously, the
the addition
addition of
of aa dye
dyeinto
into the
the bottom
bottom layer
profile
the standing waves in the top layer.
hope is
is that
that
process. The hope
lithography process.
on the lithography
the major goals of a MLR
MLR is
is to
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reduce the effects of topography on
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topography
case, topography
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is the
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if this
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bottom layer
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the bottom
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modeled by
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effect the
the process
processin
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the form
form of
ofthickness
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variations of the
the bottom
bottom layer. This situation
will effect
resist profile,
effect on the resist
the effect
at the
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of the bottom layer (( and possibly substrate type)
thickness of
changing the thickness
in particular
particular the predicted linewidth.
by PROLITH,
PROLITH,but
but in
in aa less
less straightforward
straightforward
modeled by
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image as a mask
of aa bilevel
bilevel resist
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top layer of
the top
way.
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dyed PMMA.
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the bottom
bottom layer,
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modeled as a
be modeled
can be
layer can
bottom layer
process. Image
MLR process.
done
done as
as described above
above for
for the
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Image formation in the bottom
[4]. PROLITH
PROLITH uses
uses aa rigorous form of Kirchoffs diffraction
top layer as the mask [4].
process with
contact printing process
with the top
layer. A
bottom layer.
the bottom
within the
of
predicting
the intensity
intensity within
the
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method
accurate
fairly
a
provides
thus
and
[1]
theory [1]
theory
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of the top layer) must be
thickness of
zero and the thickness
between zero
(nominally between
distance (nominally
wafer distance
to wafer
mask to
reasonable value for the mask
modeled as a
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can be
resist can
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resist schemes
schemes can be modeled
properties of
Other multi-level resist
modeledin
insimilar
similar ways,
ways, assuming
assuming the
the pertinent
pertinent properties
of the various
layers are known.
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CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
ENHANCEMENT LITHOGRAPHY
multi-level
lithography (CEL)
(CEL) can not
not be
be modeled
modeled by a simple
Unlike multi
-level resist
resist lithography,
lithography, contrast enhancement lithography
extension of
single layer
layer resist
resist model.
model. Thus,
Thus, PROLITH,
PROLITH, v1.02,
vl.02, contains
CEL model
model which
which can be
be used
used in
in
extension
of aa single
contains a CEL
conjunction with the conventional model. The details of this model will be
this section
section will
will deal
deal
conjunction
be published elsewhere, this

only with
only
with its use.
use. As
As with
with any
any model,
model, in
in order
order to
to use
use itit one
one must
must know
know the
the appropriate
appropriate parameters.
parameters. There
There are
are six
parameters which must be known in order to characterize the effects
effects of
of aa CEL
CEL process.
process.The
Thefirst
firstthree
three are
are the
the well
well
the index
index of
of refraction
refraction of
of the
known ABC
ABC parameters
parameters used to describe conventional positive photoresists. The forth is the
material. The
The last
lasttwo
two parameters
parametersare
areused
usedtotodescribe
describethe
thesurface
surfaceinduction
inductioneffect
effectcommonly
commonly
contrast enhancement material.
observed during
development step
step of
of a CEL
CEL process.
process. For the purposes of this study,
study, the
thedevelopment
developmentprocess
processwas
was
observed
during the development
assumed to
no surface
surface induction,
induction, and thus
thus these
these two
two parameters
parameterswill
willnot
notbe
bespecified.
specified. Values
Valuesfor
for the
theABC
ABC
assumed
to have
have no
parameters for
for CEM
CEM-388
parameters
-388(manufactured
(manufactured by
by General Electric) are given in Table I.

Table I
Modeling parameters
forCEM
CEM-388
parameters for
-388

Wavelength

A(iim-i)
A (pm 1)

B(iim-l)
B
(pm-1)

C (cm2/mJ)

Reference

436 nm

4.07

0.069

0.029

5

405 nm
365 nm

11.99

0.178

0.0786

5

9.86

0.696

0.0637

5

405 nm
436 nm
405 nm

11.5

0.3

0.79 [sic]

5.4

0.08

0.06

6
*
*

12.0

0.10

365 nm

12.9

1.0

0.093
--

**
it

*

*measured by
by author
author
For the purposes of this
process is defined
given in
in Table
Table H.
n. These
These values
values are
this study, a nominal process
defined by
by the
the parameters
parameters given
are
used
modeling runs except
except where noted.
noted. A matched
matched substrate was used in
in order
order to
to eliminate
eliminate the
theeffects
effects of
of
used in
in all modeling
standing waves and simplify the measurement
measurementof
of sidewall
sidewall angle.
angle. In
In all
all cases
cases (except
(except the
the LCD
ACD curves),
curves), the
the exposure
energy was
width at
was adjusted
adjusted to
to give
givethe
the nominal
nominal line
linewidth
at the bottom
bottom of
ofthe
theresist
resistpattern.
pattern. With
With these guidelines in mind,
lithography.
a series of
ofmodeling
modelingstudies
studieswere
wereundertaken
undertaken to
to better
better understand
understand the behavior of contrast
contrast enhancement
enhancement lithography.

Table II
Nominal parameters
parametersused
used with
with PROLITH
PROLITH for CEL
CEL modeling
modeling studies
studies

Projection
405 nm
Projection System:
System: Wavelength
Wavelength = 405
NA0 = 0.28
0.28
NA0
aa = 0.7
0.7
0.8 pm
pm
Linewidth == 0.8
space
Pattern == space

Resist Parameters:

12.0iim-l
CEL
CEL Parameters: AA==12.0
pm -1
B == 0.10
0.10pm
pm-i
-1
0.10cm2/mJ
C == 0.10
cm2 /mJ
1.70
Refractive index
index = 1.70

Developer Conditions: Develop
60 sec
sec
Develop time
time = 60
R-max
Rmax == 200 nm/sec
Rmin
Rmin == 1 nm/sec

Exposure Energy:
Exposure
Energy: variable
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A = 0.6
0. pm-1
B=
= 0.1
0.1 pm -i
C == 0.020
0.020cm2
cm2/mJ
/mJ
Refractive index
1.65
index = 1.65
Thickness
0.8 um
Thickness = 0.8
pm

mTH=0.5

mTH = 0.5

n=5

Exposure
Energy(mJ
(mJ/cm2)
Exposure Energy
/cm2)

GEL
CEL Exposure
Energy

300

250
200

150
100
50
0.0

,
0

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

I

.05
.05

I

I

I
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I

I

II
'1
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I

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.15
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.35
.35

I1

1

1

.

e

1

.40
.40

Figure
required for
for various CEL thicknesses.
Figure 3: Exposure energy required
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Figure 4: Resulting
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The
effects of
exposure energy
The first
first modeling
modeling study
study examines
examines the
the effects
of contrast
contrast enhancement
enhancement material
material thickness on exposure
energy
required
side wall angle.
angle. The
The outcome
outcome of
well known:
known: resist sidewall
sidewall angle
required and
and resulting resist sidewall
of this
this study
study is
is well
angle is
is
improved
improved at
at the expense of increased
increased exposure
exposure energy
energy (Figures 33 and
and 4).
4). It
It was also
also observed
observed that the
the CEL
GEL exposure
penalty
linearlywith
withCEL
GEL thickness.
thickness.Thus,
Thus,once
once the
theexposure
exposure penalty
penaltyisisknown
knownfor
forone
one thickness
thicknessofofCEL,
GEL, one
one
penalty varies linearly
can
energy required by any
any other
other CEL
GEL thickness.
thickness. This
This study
study was
was repeated
repeated for
fordifferent
different numerical
numerical
can predict
predict the
the energy
changing the
the "contrast"
"contrast" of
of the image) and the sidewall angle plotted versus
versus CEL
GEL thickness in Figure
apertures (thus changing
5.
for example,
example, a sidewall
sidewall angle
angle of
of 80°
80° isisdesired,
desired, there
thereare
arevarious
variousnumerical
numericalaperture
aperture-CEL
thickness
5. If,
If, for
-CEL thickness
combinations
combinationswhich
whichgive
givethis
this result.
result. Keep
Keep in
in mind
mind that all
all simulations
simulations were
were performed
performed assuming
assuming aa matched
matched
substrate, so that the conditions
conditions represented in these studies
studies are
are idealistic.
idealistic. It
It is
is the
the trends,
trends, however,
however, not
not the
the absolute
absolute
numbers
are the
the subject
subject of
of this study.
numbers that
that are
are examined.
examined. For a
A very
very interesting
interesting question arises when the properties of contrast
contrast enhancement lithography are
given
given GEL
CELmaterial,
material, isis there
there an
an optimum
optimum resist
resist material
material to
to be
be used
used with
with this GEL?
CEL? To
Tolook
lookinto
intothis
thisquestion,
question, the
the
resist parameter C
C (the bleaching rate constant)
constant) was varied in order to determine its effect
effect on sidewall
sidewall angle.
angle. The
The
results, for various GEL
definitely an
an optimum
optimumrange
rangeof
ofvalues
valuesfor
for
CEL thicknesses,
thicknesses, are shown in Figure 6. There is quite definitely
C.
theoptimum
optimum value
valueof
ofC
C is about
about 22-3
that
C. For
For the
the hypothetical
hypothetical GEL
CELmaterial
material used
used in
in this study, the
-3time
time greater
greater than
than that
of
possible, through a series of
of simulations, to find
of most
mostcommercial
commercialpositive
positivephotoresists.
photoresists.InInaasimilar
similar fashion
fashion it is possible,
the optimum
tool in the
the development
development of
optimum GEL
CEL parameters
parameters for
for aa given
given resist
resist material. This could be
be a very important
important tool
future CEL
GEL systems. This type of study
virtuallyimpossible
impossible to
to
future
study is
is easily
easily accomplished
accomplishedvia
via an
an appropriate
appropriate model, but is virtually
perform
perform experimentally.
experimentally.

There has been some
somequestion
questionas
astotowhether
whethercontrast
contrastenhancement
enhancementlithography
lithography has
has better
better exposure
exposure latitude
latitude than
aa single
single layer
layer photoresist
photoresist process.
process. To
question, the linewidth
linewidth of
of aa nominal
nominal 0.8pm
O.Sum space
space was
was
To help
help answer
answer this question,
simulated for
for various
various exposure
exposure energies.
energies. This
This was
was then
then repeated
repeated for
for different
different GEL
CEL thickness.
thickness. The
The resulting curves
are plotted on
on aa scale
scale so
sothat
that the
the energy
energy required to
to give
give the
the nominal dimension
dimension is
is normalized
normalized to
to 1.
1. The
The result,
result, given
given
in Figure 7, shows
there is
is no
no difference in exposure latitude among
among the
the different
differentcases.
cases. Upon
shows that
that there
Upon closer
closer inspection of
the data, there is a very slight
slight improvement
improvement in exposure
exposure latitude
layers are
latitude as thicker contrast enhancement layers
are used,
used,
but the
the difference
difference is
is too small to be seen in Figure 7.
7.
but
There has been some
some concern
GEL process
There
concern that
that the CEL
processisis so
sosensitive
sensitivetotochanges
changesinin GEL
CELthickness
thickness as
as to
to make
make itit
impractical. The fact that
GEL processes
processes are
that CEL
are currently being used successfully
successfully indicates
indicates otherwise. For this reason, a
study
shown in
study was
was performed
performedtotoinvestigate
investigate the
the linewidth
linewidth change
change due
due to
to GEL
CEL thickness
thickness changes.
changes. The
The results
results are shown
in
Figure
The exposure
exposure energy
give the nominal
nominal linewidth
linewidth when
when 200
200 nm
nm of
of the
the contrast
contrast
Figure 8.
8. The
energy was
was fixed
fixed so
so as
as to
to give
enhancement material was
was used. The result is very similar to
to an exposure
exposure latitude
latitude curve
curve in
in mirror
mirrorimage.
image. This
This is
is to
to
to a decrease in exposure energy by a set
be expected
expected since
since an
an increase
increase in GEL
CEL thickness
thickness by aa set
set amount
amount is equivalent
equivalent to
set
amount.
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thickness.

TOPOGRAPHY
TOPOGRAPHY'
based on exposure of photoresist
Most, ifif not
not all
all lithography simulation programs in use today are based
photoresist on
on aa planar
planar
Most,
(e.g., steps).
of exposure
effects of
the effects
model the
to model
however, to
need, however,
is aa need,
substrate. There
exposure over
over non-planar
non -planar substrates
substrates (e.g.,
steps). Thus,
Thus,
There is
for non-planar
model for
planarmodel
use aa planar
to use
there have been attempts
non -planar cases
cases[7].
[7].Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, these
these attempts
attempts have
have not
not been
been
attempts to
essence,
In essence,
topography. In
no topography.
model which assumes no
accompanied
by an
an explanation
explanation of the
the error introduced in using aa model
accompanied by
however,
If, however,
vertically. If,
reflected vertically.
be reflected
will be
surfaces, will
allsurfaces,
on all
vertically on
impinging vertically
the planar
light, impinging
that light,
models assume that
planar models
there are
-horizontal surfaces
surfaces to
to reflect
reflectthe
the light
light (such
(such as
as the
the sidewall
sidewall of
ofaa reflecting
reflecting step),
step), this
this assumption
assumption fails
fails
non-horizontal
are non
applied
model can
considered to
(Figure
9). Thus,
Thus, if
if light reflected
from aa step
step is considered
to be
be significant,
significant, aa planar model
can not be applied
reflected from
(Figure 9).
The
used. The
model can be used.
successfully.
If,however,
however,the
thestep
stepisis of
ofaa material
material which
which does
does not
not reflect
reflect light,
light, aa planar model
successfully. If,
of
steps of
Thus, steps
resist. Thus,
of the
close to
be close
to be
step to
the step
of the
refraction of
of refraction
indexof
the index
for the
criterion for applicability, then,
to that
that of
the resist.
then, isisfor
not.
can not.
silicon can
or silicon
metals or
but metals
accuracy, but
be modeled
can be
oxide
or nitride
nitride can
modeled with
with fair
fair accuracy,
oxide or

Exposure over
Topography
Resist
Resist
Step
Step

•\

Substrate
model.
exposuremodel.
resistexposure
Reflections from
Figure
from aa step
step are
are not
not accounted
accounted for
for in
in aa planar
planar resist
Figure 99 :: Reflections

(1986)
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As
200 nm
nm oxide
oxide step
step over
over silicon
silicon is
is covered
covered with 800
800 nm
nm of
of AZ1350.
AZ1350. To
real
As an example, a 200
To accurately model a real
the best
best approach
approach isis to
to examine
examine aa SEM
SEM cross
cross section of the
covered step and obtain values
values of
of resist
resist
situation, the
the resist covered
oxide thickness as a function of position
position of the
example, aa 1.2
1.2 pm
urn line
line isis
and oxide
position relative to the position
the step. For this example,
Figure 9.
9. Before
Before the results
results can
can be
be presented,
presented, aadefinition
definitionof
oflinewidth
linewidthmust
mustbe
begiven.
given.
printed over the step shown in Figure

There are several
several ways
ways of measuring linewidth,
linewidth, both
both experimentally
experimentally and
model. Usually,
Usually, linewidth
linewidth is
There
and with
with a model.

at the
the top
top of the resist or at the bottom. However,
However, when
present itit is
is difficult
difficult to identify
measured at
when standing
standing waves are present
a width even if a position for measurement
specified. Optical linewidth measurement
measurementtools
tools tend
tendtoto"average
"average-put"
measurement isis specified.
-out"
the standing waves,
waves, giving aa relative
is difficult to
relative number that
that is
to relate
relate to an absolute position
position on
on the
the resist.
resist. A
A similar,
similar,
though more
more defined
defined approach
approach was
wastaken
taken in
in reference
reference [8]
[8]and
andisisessentially
essentially used
usedfor
forthis
thisstudy.
study.With
With this
this in
in mind,
mind, the
the
variationover
overthe
theoxide
oxidestep
stepisis shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 10.
10.
modeled linewidth variation

Linewidth
Linewidth Variations
over
over Topography

Top of
of step
Top
step

Bottom
Bottom of
of step
step

- 0.5 pm

Resist

Center of resist
resist line

Silicon

200
200 nm
nm Oxide

10 : Predicted linewidth
linewidth variations
variationsover
overaa 200
200 nm
nm oxide
oxide step.
Figure 10
STANDING WAVE
WAVE REDUCTION
STANDING
A
effects of
photoresistexposure.
exposure.
A considerable
considerable amount of work is being done to
to reduce
reduce the effects
of standing
standing waves during
during photoresist
There
several proven
proven ways
profile, each
own advantages
advantages and
There are
are several
ways to
to reduce
reduce these
these ridges
ridges in
in the
the resist profile,
each with
with its own
and
this section,
section, three
threeof
ofthe
themost
most common
common techniques for
for reducing
reducing the
the standing
standingwave
waveproblem
problemwill
willbe
be
disadvantages. In this
modeled.
modeled.With
With this
this modeling
modelingcapability,
capability, one
onecan
canbetter
better evaluate
evaluate the overall usefulness of each
eachmethod
methodin
inrelationship
relationship
to its
added process
process complexity.
to
its added
complexity.
The
The first approach
approach to
to the
the standing wave
wave problem is the most obvious,
obvious, to
to reduce
reduce the
the reflections
reflections from
from the
the substrate
substrate
with an anti
anti-reflective
(ARC). There
commercially available
available ARC's,
ARC's, typically
typically dyed
dyed polyimides.
polyimides.
-reflective coating (ARC).
There are several commercially
PROLITH
is known.
known. For
For Bewer's
Bewer's
PROLITHcan
can easily
easily model
model an
an ARC
ARC once
once the
the complex
complexindex
index of
ofrefraction
refraction of
ofthe
the material
material is
ARCL2,
are [9]:
[9]: 1.78
i0.44 at 436nm,
436nm, 1.78
1.78-i0.38
and 1.78
1.78-i0.26
365 nm.
nm.
ARCL2, the
the indices
indices of refraction are
1.78 -- i0.44
-i0.38 at 405nm, and
-i0.26 at 365
thickness of
of the ARC,
ARC, as
Modeling studies
studies can
can be
be performed
performed to
todetermine
determine the
the appropriate thickness
as well
well as
as to
to compare
comparedifferent
different
ARC
ARC materials.
materials.
The post-exposure
wave effect
effect for
for over 10
10 years
years [10].
[10]. The bake,
post- exposurebake
bake (PEB)
(PEB)has
has been
been known
known to
to reduce
reduce the standing
standing wave
after exposure
exposure but
but before
before development,
development, is
is thought
thoughtto
tocause
causediffusion
diffusionof
ofthe
thephotoactive
photoactivecompound
compound
which takes place after
within the resist, thus
thus smoothing
smoothing out the standing
standing wave
wave ridges.
ridges. Standard
Standard diffusion
diffusion theory
theory can
can be used to model
model the
the
PEB, with the result
equation (1).
(1).
result given in equation
11

fj+m
+Q0

m*(x,z)
m(x-x ,z-z }exp(-r2/2o
m(x-xo,z-zo)
exp(-r2/2o2)2)dxdz
dxodzo
m*(x,z) =
= ——— J
(2no
r J -°°
(2no2)4

d)

(1)

the relative
relativephotoactive
photoactivecompound
compound (PAC)
(PAC) concentration before diffusion
where m = the
diffusion
m* = the
the relative
relativephotoactive
photoactivecompound
compound concentration after
after diffusion
m*

r2 = x02 +z02
(j2
called the diffusion length)
02 = 2Dt (u(aisis called
D
diffusion coefficient
coefficient of the
D == diffusion
the PAC
PAC in
in resist
resist at
at temperature T
t ==time
timeatatwhich
whichthe
theresist
resistwas
was baked
baked at
at temperature T.
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bake
of bake
function of
coefficient as
diffusion coefficient
know the diffusion
post-exposure
model aa postto model
order to
Thus,
exposure bake
bake one
one must
must know
as a function
Thus, in order
making
temperature for
for the
the resist
resist of
of interest.
interest. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately,there
thereisis aa void
void of
ofexperimental
experimentaldata
datainin this
this area
area making
temperature
However, one can
impossible. However,
accurate simulations
simulations impossible.
can still
still use aa PEB
PEB model
model totoevaluate
evaluate trends.
trends.

wave
standing wave
of dyed photoresists to
use of
the use
about the
discussion recently about
much discussion
been much
has been
Finally, there
to reduce
reduce the
the standing
there has
PROLITH
[11],PROLITH
doubt[11],
waves,isisinindoubt
standingwaves,
thus standing
and thus
reflections, and
reduce reflections,
to reduce
of dye
effect.
effect. Although
Although the
the ability
ability of
dye additives
additives to
absorption
the absorption
[12], the
Dill [12],
by Dill
model by
original model
dyed photoresists.
model dyed
to model
nonetheless to
can be
be used
photoresists. Based
Based on
on the
the original
used nonetheless
can
coefficient,
coefficient, a, is given by
(2)
(2)

Am+B
a == Am+B

where AA==(aM
ap)M0
(OM- -ap)Mo
ctpM0 ++ dftR
B = aPMo
aRR H~+ flgS
asS
B
respectively
solvent, respectively
and solvent,
compound, exposure
photoactive compound,
of photoactive
concentration of
M, P,
P, R,
R,SS == the concentration
exposure product,
product, resin
resin and
M,
GM, OP,
aM,
ap,OR,
aR,asas==the
themolar
molar absorption
absorption coefficients
coefficients of
of the
the respective
respective components
components
M/MQ (the
m == M/Mo
( the relative
relative PAC concentration)
before exposure.
concentration before
the PAC concentration
M0 = the
Mo
form.
new form.
takes aa new
B takes
constant B
of aa dye, D, but
additionof
the addition
Equation (2)
but the
the constant
(2) does not change with the
Equation
(3)

n n
B = aPMo +aRR +asS +aJD
aDD.
amountaDD.
theamount
bythe
valueofofBBby
thevalue
increaseininthe
an increase
photoresist isis an
adding dye to the photoresist
effect of adding
the effect
Thus, the

314
Coumarin 314
dye Coumarin
used. The dye
approximately 30%
OFPR-800
photoresistOFPR
For
-800 with
with approximately
30% solids
solids was
was used.
the photoresist
study, the
For this study,
concentrations of
(manufactured
by Kodak)
Kodak) was
was added
added to
to the
the photoresist
photoresist in
in concentrations
of 0,0, 2,
2, and
and 3%
3% by
by weight
weight based
based on
on the
the
(manufactured by
30
for30
rpmfor
5000rpm
waferatat5000
glass wafer
borosilicate glass
inch borosilicate
on a 44 inch
coated on
spin coated
was spin
resist was
weight of solids
solids in
in the
the photoresist. The resist
95°C
prebakedatat95
convection oven prebaked
seconds
to aa thickness
thickness of about 1.0 pm. The sample was then convection
°C for 30 minutes. The
seconds to
shown in
spectrum. The
of the mercury spectrum.
lines of
g, h, and i lines
parameters A,
A, B,
B, and
and CC were
were measured
measured at
at the
the g,
The results are shown

the
From the
assumed.From
are assumed.
HI are
TableIII
inTable
valuesin
the values
and the
III. The
The index of refraction was not know at each wavelength and
Table HI.
of
units of
convenience, units
coefficient of the dye,
absorption coefficient
dye, aD,
aD,can
canbe
bedetermined.
determined. For convenience,
of B, the molar absorption
measured values of
pm 1/%dye
dyeare
areused.
used.These
Thesevalues
values(as
(asa afunction
functionofofwavelength)
wavelength)are
arealso
alsolisted
listedininTable
TableEH.
M.Note
Notethat
thatthis
thisparticular
particular
imrV%
an), is
dye is
is very
very effective
effective in
in absorbing
absorbing light at
is not
not very
very effective
effective at
at 405
405nm
nm(low
(lowOD)>
aD),and
andisistransparent
transparent
at 436 nm (high aD),
dye
0).
at365nm(aD
at 365 nm (aD = 0).

Table III

for
OFPR-800
Measured OFPR
Measured
-800 parameters
parameters for
various dye concnetrations
Wavelength

365 nm
nm

405 nm

436 nm

(urn' 1)
A (pm')

0.78
0.78
0.015
0.015
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

0.85
0.85
0.020
0.020
0.10
0.10
0.23
0.23
0.30
0.30

0.40
0.40
0.014
0.085
0.085
0.67
0.67
0.90
0.90

1.65
1.65

1.65
1.65

1.65
1.65

0.0
0.0

0.07
0.07

0.28
0.28

(cm2/mJ)
C
C (cm2
/mJ)
dye
no dye
(jim"1) -- no
B (pm')
dye
2% dye
(pm-1)--2%
B (pm')
dye
3% dye
(pm-1)--3%
B (pm')

index of
refraction
aD (pm
/%)
(pm ' V%)
aD

profile.
resist profile.
and resist
exposure energy and
on exposure
dye on
of the dye
effects of
the effects
model the
can model
one can
in, one
Table III,
in Table
given in
With the values
values given
However, the
the dye
dye also
also has
has an
an effect
effect on
on the
the development
developmentof
ofthe
thephotoresist.
photoresist.This
Thiseffect
effectmust
mustbe
bemeasured
measuredand
and taken
taken
However,
used.
be used.
can be
model can
complete model
before aa complete
account before
into
into account
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CONCLUSIONS
of submicron
solve the problems of
to solve
directions to
many directions
taking many
Research efforts
efforts in
in optical
optical lithography
lithography are taking
submicron resolution.
resolution.
under
topics currently
of modeling the
capable of
be capable
must be
If lithography modeling is to aid in these
the advanced topics
currently under
it must
efforts, it
these efforts,
investigation. PROLITH,
v1.02 isisan
an attempt
attempt to
to keep
keep pace
pace with
with recent
recent developments
developmentsin
in optical
opticallithography
lithography research,
research,
PROLITH, vl.02
processes.
production processes.
of standard
well as
as provide
provide for
for the
the simulation
simulation of
standard production
as well
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